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Descriptive Summary

Title: Bay Area Women of Color BDSM Photo Project collection
Dates: 2004-2019
Collection Number: 2004-07
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 1 manuscript box
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: This collection contains materials that document the photograph exhibition and panel discussion held at the San Francisco Citadel in 2004, entitled “Bay Area Women of Color BDSM Photo Project.” The Project later changed its name to the Bay Area Women of Color Photo Project and there are news clippings about later exhibits.
Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research. Mailing lists and other records holding the names, addresses, and/or phone numbers of individuals will be restricted for 20 years.

Preferred Citation
Bay Area Women of Color BDSM Photo Project collection. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information
Gift of April Chartrand (also known as Heart) on August 14, 2004. Additions on February 3, 2011 and October 2019.

Scope and Content of Collection
This collection contains materials that document the photograph exhibition and panel discussion held at the San Francisco Citadel in 2004, entitled “Bay Area Women of Color BDSM Photo Project.” The Project later changed its name to the Bay Area Women of Color Photo Project and there are news clippings about later exhibits. Their mission was to expand the aesthetic and cultural perception promoting artistically tasteful photographic images of women of color in the fine arts and elegant lifestyles. The Project ran from 2003-2009. The collection includes a DVD of the short film, “Heart,” by Vivian G. There is also 1 folder of material related to the Bantu House of Heart-Elegance.
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